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Reconciliation Action Plan ...

Term 2 Week 4

Basket Range Primary School is currently developing our Reconciliation Action Plan through consultation and
collaboration with Aboriginal Elder Ivan ~ Tiwu Copley, our families and the community.
The Basket Range Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) is an evolving plan, informed by the Department for Education,
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) 2018 to 2021 and the Aboriginal Educational Strategy 2019-2029. These two guiding
documents are distinct, yet connected. The RAP is a practical action plan to promote relationships, respect and
opportunities whilst Aboriginal Education strategy has established the departments directions in closing the gap for
children and young people.

As a school we are working with these documents and the reconciliation subcommittee to develop a RAP that reflects
our context and achieves the following identified goals;


Strengthen our school by creating teaching and learning environments that respect the culture, languages,
knowledge and experience of Aboriginal people.



Create opportunities for communities to engage in the teaching and delivery of Aboriginal cultural knowledge and
languages within education settings



Provide an opportunity for all children and young people to interact and
engage with Aboriginal elders and community members in a respectful way



Be culturally responsive and ethical through our governance, policies,
practice and services (Aboriginal Education Strategy 2019 to 2029)

Foundations to build on;
Mimili exchange
Smoking Ceremony by Uncle Ivan to open our Indigenous garden.
The National and Aboriginal flags raised daily
Acknowledgement of Country at every school event

Mimili students visiting our school

Welcome to country by Aboriginal peoples where possible
Development of Indigenous garden
Nancy Saccoia
Principal
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News from Cherry Tree Room…
Dear parents and caregivers,
Welcome, and although it seems like such a long time ago now, I hope you
had a restful family time over the holidays. What lovely weather we had!
Thank you and much gratitude to you all for your most generous
contributions to our beautiful Autumn Festival last term. Apart from a
couple of the pots of jam which we will use for our morning teas on bread
day, the remainder of the produce was gratefully received by the kitchen at
the Summerhill Residential Care Home in Summertown.
The festival was busy and beautiful, rich in autumn colour and activity. We
danced, collected falling leaves, planted bulbs and polished delicious new
season apples, and hopefully those little parcels of seeds have found a sunny
spot in your garden.
This term is speeding by and it feels like winter has arrived early. While it’s
warm and cosy while we’re inside, the weather can be a bit bleak and wet
outside. Therefore, the children will need good wet weather gear, a
waterproof jacket, gumboots and possibly a beany that can be left at school. When all the children are warm and
protected from the wet it allows us to go for walks and wanderings, even if it is drizzling.
Cubby building of shops, homes, dens and boats continue to be an inside play favourite. In Reception, children are
provided with opportunities to experience and interact with the natural materials through self-directed play. Selfdirected play and imitated work allows children to imagine, create, represent and build diverse landscapes, and
structures and engage in exploratory projects in the environment.
The children continue to work hard and diligently on their craft. Pom-poms, finger knitting and the making of a special
project are taking form. Through craft children experience traditional methods of making furnishings, tools and toys
that can be used in the home or in play. They develop a sense of care and a love for colour, texture and form that
nurture their senses. They develop an appreciation of beauty and artistry of handmade things and a care for each
other’s work. These craft projects require children to work at their very best to completion, thus, the objects they
produce become well-loved and cherished, and often remain in use for a very long time.
The excitement of running, tumbling and summersaulting experienced in Tri-skills continues through next week. In
week five we look forward to going on our little adventure, by bus, to Lucy’s shop for a puppet performance. So, with
beginning our lantern making and
preparing for the Winter Festival we
have plenty to look forward to as we
begin our journey together through
the winter.
Sandy

Term 2 Week 4
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News from the Gumnut Room...
Work and Rhythm in Class One
We began this term making new friends with Peter Possum, Silver Serpent, Lofty Lizard, Tremendously Wise Tree,
Fabulous Flying Fish and Moana in the Moon. We moved the Wild Waves, felt the Fiery Sky and wondered at the
Golden Valley. Our story has taken us on an unfolding adventure discovering the forms of the consonants in nature and
the world around us. The children have discovered putting sounds together to form words and can sign sound symbols
to one another in a secret language. Experiencing the anticipation, wonder and joy expressed in the children at these
discoveries is part of the joy of being a Steiner teacher.
We explored the quality of numbers in a Main Lesson last term and this term have continued in movement and games
the practice and recognition of number patterns, sentences, sequencing and bonds or families. Next week we begin
practice in Place Value which will precede the 4 processes Main Lesson.
Every morning the class participates in various rhythmic movement exercises; balancing on boards and beams, crossing
the centre line with crawling, rolling and Eurythmy movements,
practicing rhythmic beats and movement with the rods or the
sticks in songs and games. These in particular strengthen the
group dynamic as well as each individuals sense of self - we are
one together.
Rhythm, rhyme and song punctuate our day as does observing
the changes in nature around us; the red, yellow and orange of
the leaves which rain down from the trees leaving the branches
bare and heralding the arrival of winter; varieties of mushroom
popping up in the forest; icy winds chilling our bones and a
duller blue sky. Although this last flush of warm weather drew
our attention to our bulbs popping through far too early and
the need to move them to a cooler spot. We will continue to
keep a close eye on them.
Steiner Education Association Curriculum
The Alphabet / Letters (Consonants)
While learning to write, read and spell are outcomes which all children are expected to achieve, our methods are not
determined simply by trying to achieve these outcomes in the quickest possible way. Each activity and each main lesson
is designed in such a way that it will be of value to the
children in their development as human beings. Each is
a rich experience in which many senses are stimulated
and in which the child’s thinking, feeling and willing are
engaged in the appropriate way for the age. A multisensory approach is used in which all the arts are
integrated into the classroom activities. As a result
each child develops academically, aesthetically and
kinaesthetically. A true artistic approach always arises
out of and leads towards the understanding and
realisation of the complete human being. Out of
experiences in which the whole being of the child is
involved, knowledge and wisdom will develop when
the children’s intellectual and reflective capacities
unfold later in their schooling.
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News from the Gumnut Room cont...
Year Two
Our first Main Lesson this term has been on Saintly lives. Human beings who have been inspiring, who sacrificed
something of their own life for others, or who gifted a talent or expertise to the benefit of others. St Francis and
Mary MacKillop, both historical figures are two such characters we looked at as well as more modern day people
such a Fred Hollows. Truth, Beauty and Goodness were the classical ideals we
were aspiring to.
The children recognised within themselves and others touches of the qualities we spoke of and could appreciate the contrast to the Fables more self
centred characteristics. In their little plays the sly character of the fox, or the
raven succumbing to flattery was replaced with acts of goodness and kindness toward others less fortunate.
In our practice lessons the children continue to bring a creative response to
the learning experience through the writing and illustrating of the stories in
their Main Lesson books. They continue to copy from the board and read
known verses, stories and poetry. They delight in making up their own sentences from paragraphs on the board, rearranging to make sense or adding in
a word to extend the sentence. This term we have been mastering phonic
patterns with vowel digraphs and beginning and ends of words and continue
to build a bank of sight words. Handwriting is a favourite lesson in which the
children practice the correct formation and writing of numbers, letters and words. They all have excellent hand
control and hand/eye coordination and can manage quite complicated form drawing patterns.
Every week they have two 1:1 reading and sound practice sessions with our wonderful volunteers Aunty Chris and
Judith. We are very fortunate to have two people who have a background in reading and intervention programs
and who are genuinely interested in a Steiner approach to support our children. Both Judith and Chris are impressed with the students progress and abilities.
In a few weeks we are beginning some new activities on Monday and Wednesday afternoons. On Monday we will
continue with soft handcraft, but will also be learning how to make a compost using BD Preparations with August,
and picking up on
our restoration and
conservation work in
small groups with
Mr. Don.
Wednesday is woodwork with Mr. Peter
- rasping, sanding,
carving, drilling, sawing, sanding, waxing,
hammering, screwing. They will be
ready for building in
year three!
Sue
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News from the Apple Cottage...
Dear Parents,
This term we have been busy with Tri-Skills gymnastics, balance
and movement program. Each week the students are asked to
focus on a particular quality for the week’s activities like
rotation, balance or partner synchronisation. The students have
been enjoying the challenges, as well as improving their
individual skill levels whilst increasing in the degree of difficulty
of tasks given.
We have also been to the Adelaide Zoo for the day to observe
several different species of animals. This has been part of our
Class 4 Human and Animal Main Lesson. As well we were
treated to an educational session with Emily, a Zoo Keeper,
who gave us a practical task to do in groups to identify and
group the essential needs of a variety of animals. I wish to offer
a big thank you to Jane Wolff and Rudy Harrison, who accompanied us on the day and assisted with supervision of the
group.

The children have also been building elaborate cubbies following on
from our Term 1 Building Main Lesson. This has been their initiative
and demonstrates how well the curriculum moves from theory into
practice and skills.
Next Wednesday afternoon 29th May at 3.30 I am happy to have a
Parent Teacher Meeting to discuss the work that we have been doing
and respond to any questions that you may have. Year 3 have just
completed English Main Lesson learning about leadership in ancient
cultures. This week Year 4 are looking at the discovery and local
history of Adelaide, whilst Year 3 have begun a Math’s
measurement Main Lesson about time.
Coming up towards the end of term we will be making our lanterns in preparation for our Mid-Winter Festival.
Warm regards, Michael
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News from the Pear Tree Room..
With such an exciting and fun packed start to the term I
hardly know where to begin!
Let’s start with Music…
The children have enjoyed
many different music lessons
this term with some enjoying
private string lessons with
Emma. They are sounding
fabulous and I now look
forward to hearing them next
door on Friday afternoons
(believe me it was a little less
enjoyable in the first term!).
The Music Immersion program
has been great so far and has
exposed many hidden talents amongst the children – who
knew we had so many budding drummers and guitarists!
With the continuation of the new interest in mind I have
managed to get an electric guitar, amp and a drum kit
donated to the school
via Facebook
marketplace. I look
forward to seeing a
school band develop in
the mainstream
classroom. We are still
on the lookout for
instrument donations so,
if you know of anyone
who would like to donate please send them our way! We
are also seeing a change to the music lessons this term as
Bethany began a new music program – Musical Futures with the children which allows them to learn and
experiment utilising their own individual interest in
popular music. The class are enthusiastic about the new
program and can’t wait to get started. If you would like to
read more about the program you can visit their website
http://www.musicalfuturesinternational.org/ or watch
this YouTube interview https://youtu.be/4r8zoHT4ExY in
which Professor Lucy Green (University of London,
Institute of Education) discusses her research and
development of the schools program.

Getting Creative….
The Winter Fair is getting closer and as part of their
Business and Economics (HASS) and Design Technology
curriculum they have been happily creating cushions for us
to sell at the fair. I have been amazed (as usual) at their
teamwork, skill level using the sewing machines, selection
of fabrics, accurate measurements, cutting out and
working out the seam allowances for their work. We will
be keeping some of the cushions in the classroom but
each child will also have one or two to sell at the fair too. I
managed to pick up some cushion insides from an op shop
free of charge but we are still happy to take donations for
us to re-cover. We have also been designing lamps for the
winter festival and the rest of this term will have a focus
on creating them ready for the Winter Festival.
Cooking up a feast….
We have continued our cooking and gardening program
this term and have now shifted the focus onto fresh,
healthy and seasonal dishes with the long term aim being
to equip the children with the ability to grow and cook
tasty, simple recipes from produce they grow themselves.
Parents Mel and August have been working with the
children and we are continuing to love Thursday
afternoons! Mel has also been helping the children create
ornamental butterflies and clay garden signs which will
also make our gardens look extra beautiful!
Experiments…
This term in science we have enjoyed lots of scientific
observations and experiments with Peter (Hugos
Grandad). The children have loved the work so far and
look forward to their weekly session. So far we have learnt
about scientific observation by watching and recording
observations of a burning candle, and learnt how amazing
surface tension is by dropping water (53 drops to be
precise!) onto 5c coins and making things that should sink
(e.g. paperclips) float! We will be aiming to share some of
their science knowledge with the rest of the school during
Science Week when the
children will be given
opportunity to demonstrate
some of the experiments to
the younger classes.
Claire
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Winter Fair ...

Upcoming Dates ...
Wednesday 29 May 2019
R-2 Puppet Excursion to Head, Heart and
Hands
Thursday 30 May 2019
School Tour

Sunday 30 June
Winter Fair
Monday 1 July 2019
School Closure Day (Day of Local Significance)

Monday 10 June 2019
Queens Birthday Public Holiday
Thursday 20 June 2019
Year 5/6/7 ‘Meet the Writers’ Excursion
Thursday 27 June 2019

Chess Tournament —5/6/7

Tuesday 2 July 2019
Winter Festival
Friday 5 July 2019
End of Term 2 - Dismissal time 2.20pm

Don’t forget to check our page:
Basket Range Primary School
16 Cramond Rd Basket Range SA 5138
PH: 8390 3466
FAX: 8390 1062

